
DIGIMON CARD GAME RESURGENCE BOOSTER [RB01]
№ Name Ｑ A

RB1-003 Bosamon

1

I attacked with a Digimon that has this card
in its digivolution cards when my opponent
has just 1 unsuspended Digimon with
<Blocker>. If my opponent no longer has
any unsuspended Digimon after my
opponent's Digimon blocks and suspends,
does the battle with my opponent's Digimon
proceed with the +1000 DP from this card's
inherited effect?

Yes, the battle proceeds with +1000 DP.

RB1-004 Agumon

1

What does this card's "This card's number is
treated as [P-009], and you can only include
up to 4 copies in your deck together with [P-
009]" mean, exactly?

This card is treated as a card with the same
card number as [P-009 Agumon].
This is a special rule, not an effect.
Therefore, this text applies when the card is
in your hand, breeding area, or any other
area. In addition, you can only include up to
4 copies of this card and/or [P-009 Agumon]
when building a deck.

RB1-005 Gammamon

1

Is the [Gammamon] text in this card's
inherited effect itself considered to fulfill
"While this Digimon has [Gammamon] in its
text" in this card's inherited effect, and then
the effect activates?

No, it doesnʼt.
You can only reference the top card among
stacked cards for "XX in its text." Therefore,
this card will not be the top card when it is a
digivolution card, and you can't reference its
own text.

2

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's [On Play] effect include both a [Hiro
Amanokawa] with [Gammamon] in its text
and a non-[Hiro Amanokawa] card with
[Gammamon] in its text, can I choose to
only add one of them to my hand, and place
the remaining cards at the bottom of my
deck?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.
However, because one of the cards revealed
and added to your hand is a [Hiro
Amanokawa] with [Gammamon] in its text,
that card fulfills "card with [Gammamon] in
its text," so you may just add that [Hiro
Amanokawa] card to your hand and return
the non-[Hiro Amanokawa] card to the
bottom of your deck without adding it to
your hand.

RB1-006 Gammamon

1

What does this card's "This card's number is
treated as [P-058], and you can only include
up to 4 copies in your deck together with [P-
058]" mean, exactly?

This card is treated as a card with the same
card number as [P-058 Gammamon].
This is a special rule, not an effect.
Therefore, this text applies when the card is
in your hand, breeding area, or any other
area. In addition, you can only include up to
4 copies of this card and/or [P-058
Gammamon] when building a deck.

RB1-007 Greymon

1

What does this card's "This card's number is
treated as [P-010], and you can only include
up to 4 copies in your deck together with [P-
010]" mean, exactly?

This card is treated as a card with the same
card number as [P-010 Greymon].
This is a special rule, not an effect.
Therefore, this text applies when the card is
in your hand, breeding area, or any other
area. In addition, you can only include up to
4 copies of this card and/or [P-010
Greymon] when building a deck.



RB1-009 Canoweissmon

1

Does this card's "This card in your hand can
digivolve onto one of your [Gammamon] that
has a digivolution card with [Gammamon] in
its name for a digivolution cost of 3, ignoring
this card's digivolution requirements" mean
that it can also digivolve from cards that
have [Gammamon] in their names such as
[BetelGammamon], [KausGammamon],
[WezenGammamon], or [GulusGammamon]?

No, it can't.
This effect can only be used to digivolve from
a Digimon whose card name is [Gammamon]
and also has a digivolution card with
[Gammamon] in its name.
Note that digivolutions from cards with non-
[Gammamon] card names are possible using
digivolution requirements or this card's
special digivolution requirements.

2

When digivolving into this card, do the
[When Digivolving] effects on digivolution
cards with [Gammamon] in their names
activate?

Yes, they activate.
This card's "This Digimon gains all effects of
cards with [Gammamon] in their names in
this Digimon's digivolution cards" effect is an
[All Turns] effect, so it will activate as soon
as the digivolution is confirmed. Therefore,
[When Digivolving] effects are gained and
will trigger.

3

I digivolve a [BT8-013 BetelGammamon]
into this card. Can I activate [BT8-013
BetelGammamon]'s [When Digivolving]
<Blitz> effect through this card's [All Turns]
effect and attack?

Yes, if the memory gauge is now at 1 or
greater on your opponent's side, you can
activate <Blitz> .

4

Can I digivolve one of my [Gammamon] with
a digivolution card with [Gammamon] in its
name in the battle area into this card in the
hand when an effect to digivolve one of my
Digimon is activated?

Yes, you can.

RB1-010 Siriusmon

1

I used this card's [When Digivolving] effect
to place a Digimon card with an inherited
effect that increases DP in this cardʼs
digivolution cards. In such cases, can I use
"delete 1 of your opponent's Digimon with
DP less than or equal to this Digimon's DP"
to delete 1 of my opponent's Digimon with
DP less than or equal to the DP after it was
increased?

If that inherited effect is an effect such as a
[Your Turn] [All Turns] effect that increases
DP upon activation after being placed in
digivolution cards, you can delete 1 of your
opponent's Digimon with DP less than or
equal to the DP after it was increased.

2

I used this card's [When Digivolving] effect
to delete 1 of my opponent's Digimon. At
this time, can I choose to not unsuspend this
Digimon for the [Your Turn] effect, and then
when I later delete another opponent's
Digimon in battle, etc., can I activate the
effect and unsuspend this Digimon?

Yes, you can.
This card's [Your Turn] effect reads "you
may unsuspend." Therefore, if you don't
unsuspend this Digimon, it means you
haven't yet used this [Once Per Turn] effect,
and you can activate it when you delete an
opponent's Digimon upon a different timing.

RB1-011 Jellymon

1

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's [On Play] effect include both a
[Kiyoshiro Higashimitarai] with [Jellymon] in
its text and a non-[Kiyoshiro Higashimitarai]
card with [Jellymon] in its text, can I choose
to only add one of them to my hand, and
place the remaining cards at the bottom of
my deck?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.
However, because one of the cards revealed
and added to your hand is a [Kiyoshiro
Higashimitarai] card with [Jellymon] in its
text, that card fulfills "card with [Jellymon] in
its text," so you may just add that [Kiyoshiro
Higashimitarai] card to your hand and return
the non-[Kiyoshiro Higashimitarai] card to
the bottom of your deck without adding it to
your hand.



RB1-014 Thetismon

1

When I trash multiple blue cards in my hand,
can I use this card's [When Digivolving]
effect to choose separate opponent's
Digimon or Tamers and trash the cards
under each one?

Yes, you can.

2

What kind of state does "1 of your opponentʼ
s Digimon or Tamers without cards under it"
in this card's [When Digivolving] effect refer
to?

It refers to states where a Digimon doesn't
have any digivolution cards and a Tamer
doesn't have any cards placed under it.

RB1-015 Fumamon

1

When digivolving into this card, do the
[When Digivolving] effects on digivolution
cards with [Gammamon] in their names
activate?

Yes, they activate.
This card's "This Digimon gains all effects of
cards with [Gammamon] in their names in
this Digimon's digivolution cards" effect is an
[All Turns] effect, so it will activate as soon
as the digivolution is confirmed. Therefore,
[When Evolving] effects are gained and will
trigger.

2

I digivolve a [BT8-013 BetelGammamon]
into this card. Can I activate [BT8-013
BetelGammamon]'s [When Digivolving]
<Blitz> effect through this card's [All Turns]
effect and attack?

Yes, if the memory gauge is now at 1 or
greater on your opponent's side, you can
activate <Blitz> .

RB1-016 Amphimon

1

When I trash multiple blue cards in my hand,
can I use this card's [When Digivolving]
[When Attacking] effect to choose separate
opponent's Digimon or Tamers and trash the
cards under each one?

Yes, you can.

2

Can I use "choose 1 card under an opponentʼ
s Digimon or Tamer and trash it" in this
card's [When Digivolving][When Attacking]
effect to choose any card from among the
cards under the target opponent's Digimon
or Tamer and trash it? Or can I only trash
the bottom card?

The player that activated this effect can
choose any card from among the cards
under that card and trash it.

RB1-019 ShinMonzaemon

1

When this card's [When Digivolving] effect is
used to place more than one of the
opponent's level 3 Digimon on top of their
security stack, which player decides the
order the cards are placed in?

The player that activated this card's effect
chooses.

RB1-020 Angoramon

1

If the cards I reveal for this card's [On Play]
effect include 1 [Ruli Tsukiyono] with
[Angoramon] in its text and 1 non-[Ruli
Tsukiyono] card with [Angoramon] in its
text, can I choose to only add one of them to
my hand, and place the remaining 2 cards at
the bottom of my deck?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.
However, because one of the cards revealed
and added to your hand is a [Ruli Tsukiyono]
card with [Angoramon] in its text, that card
fulfills "card with [Angoramon] in its text," so
you may just add that [Ruli Tsukiyono] card
to your hand and return the non-[Ruli
Tsukiyono] card to the bottom of your deck
without adding it to your hand.



RB1-023 Ghilliedhumon

1

When digivolving into this card, do the
[When Digivolving] effects on digivolution
cards with [Gammamon] in their names
activate?

Yes, they activate.
This card's "This Digimon gains all effects of
cards with [Gammamon] in their names in
this Digimon's digivolution cards" effect is an
[All Turns] effect, so it will activate as soon
as the digivolution is confirmed. Therefore,
[When Evolving] effects are gained and will
trigger.

2

I digivolve a [BT8-013 BetelGammamon]
into this card. Can I activate [BT8-013
BetelGammamon]'s [When Digivolving]
<Blitz> effect through this card's [All Turns]
effect and attack?

Yes, if the memory gauge is now at 1 or
greater on your opponent's side, you can
activate <Blitz> .

RB1-025 Diarbbitmon

1

When I have multiple copies of this Digimon,
can I use this card's [End of Your Turn]
effect to attack using each in order?

No, you can't.
At the end of your turn, all of these cards'
[End of Your Turn] effects will trigger at the
same time, but after you choose the
activation order, declare the attack for the
1st Digimon, and effects such as [When
Attacking] effects and "when one of your
Digimon attacks" effects have finished
activating, then the timing will occur for the
activation of the [End of Your Turn] effects
on the 2nd and other copies of this card that
were pending activation. However, since the
1st Digimon is already attacking, you can't
declare another attack and the effect
activation will fail.
As a result, only the copy that activated first
will attack.

2

I used my [RB1-034 Ruli Tsukiyono]'s [End
of Your Turn] effect to unsuspend this card
while it was suspended. <br>In such cases,
can I use this card's [End of Your Turn]
effect to attack?

Yes, you can.
At the end of your turn, this card and [RB1-
034 Ruli Tsukiyono]'s effects trigger at the
same time, so you can attack if you first
activate [RB1-034 Ruli Tsukiyono]'s effect
and then unsuspend this card.

RB1-027 HoverEspimon

1

Which player chooses whether to return the
card revealed from my opponentʼs security
stack by this card's [On Play] [When
Digivolving] effect to the top or bottom of
the security stack?

The player that activated this card's effect
chooses.

RB1-028 BlackGatomon Uver.

1

Which player chooses the Digimon card to
return from my opponentʼs trash to the
bottom of the deck by this card's [On Play]
effect?

The player that activated this card's effect
chooses.

RB1-030 Regulusmon

1

When digivolving into this card, do the
[When Digivolving] effects on digivolution
cards with [Gammamon] in their names
activate?

Yes, they activate.
This card's "This Digimon gains all effects of
cards with [Gammamon] in their names in
this Digimon's digivolution cards" effect is an
[All Turns] effect, so it will activate as soon
as the digivolution is confirmed. Therefore,
[When Evolving] effects are gained and will
trigger.



2

I digivolve a [BT8-013 BetelGammamon]
into this card. Can I activate [BT8-013
BetelGammamon]'s [When Digivolving]
<Blitz> effect through this card's [All Turns]
effect and attack?

Yes, if the memory gauge is now at 1 or
greater on your opponent's side, you can
activate <Blitz> .

RB1-031 Arcturusmon

1

Can I delete 1 of my Digimon whose level is
less than or equal to the number of cards in
this Digimon's digivolution cards for this
card's [When Digivolving] effect?

Yes, you can.

RB1-036 Proximamon

1

I used this card's [End of Your Turn] effect
to place a Digimon card with an inherited
effect that increases DP in this Digimonʼs
digivolution cards. In such cases, can I use
"delete 1 of your opponent's Digimon with
DP less than or equal to this Digimon's DP"
to delete 1 of my opponent's Digimon with
DP less than or equal to the DP after it was
increased?

If that inherited effect is an effect such as a
[Your Turn] [All Turns] effect that increases
DP upon activation after being placed in
digivolution cards, you can delete 1 of your
opponent's Digimon with DP less than or
equal to the DP after it was increased.

RB1-034 Ruli Tsukiyono

1

I used this card's [End of Your Turn] effect
to unsuspend my [RB1-025 Diarbbitmon]
while it was suspended.
In such cases, can I use [RB1-025
Diarbbitmon]'s [End of Your Turn] effect to
attack?

Yes, you can.
At the end of your turn, this card and [RB1-
025 Diarbbitmon]'s effects trigger at the
same time, so you can attack if you first
activate this card's effect and then
unsuspend [RB1-025 Diarbbitmon].

RB1-035 Hokuto Amanokawa

1

Can I suspend this Tamer when my
opponent plays a Lv.- Digimon?

Yes, you can.
However, Lv.- Digimon don't have a level, so
the "gain 1 memory if that Digimon is level 4
or higher, and <Draw 1> if it is level 3"
effect doesn't activate.

2

What happens if I suspend this Tamer when
my opponent plays both a level 3 and a level
4 or higher Digimon at the same time?

Both of the conditions are fulfilled, so you
gain both 1 memory and <Draw 1>.

3

If I suspend this Tamer when my opponent
plays 2 level 3 or level 4 or higher Digimon
at the same time, do I gain <Draw 1> or 1
memory twice?

No, you don't.
You only <Draw 1> once even if multiple
level 3 Digimon are played, and you similarly
only gain 1 memory even if multiple level 4
or higher Digimon are played.


